Butterworth Emergency Department Cohort Plan – April 6, 2020 0836
Spectrum Health Contact: Adair McIntyre

• Cohort any respiratory, URI or COVID-19 complaints:
  o 1\textsuperscript{st}: \textbf{RED} is the designated mod to receive respiratory complaints
  o 2\textsuperscript{nd}: If doored \textbf{RED} rooms are full, overflow into \textbf{BLUE} doored rooms
  o 3\textsuperscript{rd}: If doored rooms in \textbf{RED} and \textbf{BLUE} are full, overflow into \textbf{CPC 10-15}
  o 4\textsuperscript{th}: If \textbf{RED/BLUE/CPC (10-15)} are full, overflow into \textbf{YELLOW}